[The fatty acids, triglycerides, chylomicrons, endoplasmic net, paracrine regulated cells' cenosises and becoming of lymph flow system in phylogenesis].
According phylogenetic theory of general pathology, necessity in supply of cells in vivo with exogenous fatty acids-substrates for gaining energy and physical-chemical parameters of fatty acids resulted in development (initially in single paracrine regulated cenosis of cells) of system of fatty acids transfer through hydrophilic inter-cellular medium in form of triglycerides in composition of hydrophobic chylomicrons -from enterocytes where they were developed to cells into which they were deposited. It is assumed that system of transfer of hydrophobic chylomicrons through aqueous inter-cellular medium was developed by anatomic combination of tubules of endoplasmic reticulum of enterocytes and the same tubules of cells of areolar tissue in paracrine regulated cenosis of cells of enterocytes with development of the most early in phylogenesis system of directed transfer, lymph flow. This occurrence became a prototype of lymphatic system; its first biological predestination is transferring of fatty acids to all cells escaping hydrophilic inter-cellular medium. With time, the lymphatic system all paracrin regulated cenosis of cells in vivo united in single system and became the foundation of development of organs and systems. The unification of epithelial and connective tissue cells of areolar tissue in single structure turned out to become the basis that at later stages of phylogenesis the lymphatic system began, under expressed convolution of its structure (development of lymphatic nodes), to combine: a) implementation ofprimary biological function of trophology (function of nutrition) with biological function of adaptation; b) later biological reactions of inherited and acquired immune defense at stages of phylogenesis and, probably, c) participation in hydrodynamics of distal sections of closed systemic blood circulation. The mechanisms of osmotic “pushing" of lymph have a lot of common with initiation of stream of cerebrospinal fluid of central nervous system and flow of primary urine in tubules of nephron.